
OverviewOverview
•• Much, if not most, protein in the cell is not Much, if not most, protein in the cell is not monomericmonomeric

••

 

Many proteins exist as part of macromolecular complexes (Many proteins exist as part of macromolecular complexes (e.g.e.g., , 
ribosome), or as polymers (ribosome), or as polymers (e.g.e.g., , actinactin, microtubules), microtubules)

••polymeric structures contain many copies of an identical gene polymeric structures contain many copies of an identical gene 
productproduct

••Helical symmetry actually accounts for a large fraction of proteHelical symmetry actually accounts for a large fraction of protein in a in in a 
cell cell 
•

 

Helical structures were the first to be reconstructed in 3D in the EM 
(DeRosier

 

and Klug, Nature, 1968)!



What is helical symmetry?What is helical symmetry?
•• ρρ(r,(r,φφ,z) = ,z) = ρρ(r,(r,φφ

 
+ + ΔΔφφ, z + , z + ΔΔz)z)

••ΔφΔφ, , ΔΔz are a screw operator (a coupled rotation and translation)z are a screw operator (a coupled rotation and translation)

••

 

There can also be a point group symmetry, There can also be a point group symmetry, CCnn

 

, if there is , if there is in additionin addition 
an nan n--fold rotational symmetry about the helical axisfold rotational symmetry about the helical axis

••There can also be a dyad symmetry perpendicular to the filament There can also be a dyad symmetry perpendicular to the filament 
axis (for a bipolar filament or tube)axis (for a bipolar filament or tube)



Helical Symmetry Reflects Simplest Bonding Rule Helical Symmetry Reflects Simplest Bonding Rule 

Asymmetric subunitAsymmetric subunit

Symmetric Symmetric dimerdimer Asymmetric bondAsymmetric bond

Symmetrical helixSymmetrical helix



Structure (filamentous phage fd) with both helical 
screw symmetry and point group (C5) symmetry

screw operator =37.4screw operator =37.4°°, 17.4 , 17.4 ÅÅ Wang Wang et al.et al., JMB (2006), JMB (2006)



Some definitions
–

 
axial rise is z

–
 

rotation is 
–

 
helical repeat (c) is the translation along the axis 
needed to bring one subunit into exact superposition 
with another subunit

–
 

for an integer number of subunits/turn, or units/turn 
(u/t), repeat is given by

u * z = c
–

 
in a crystal, the only allowed helical symmetries 
involve 2, 3, 4 or 6 subunits/turn

–
 

outside of a crystal, there is no reason for any helix to 
have an integer number of u/t!

–
 

outside of a crystal, there is no space group 
maintaining long-range order. So cannot have true 1D 
crystal



Problems with traditional 
definition of helical repeat

•
 

Very small changes in symmetry can lead to 
very large changes in the “repeat”

–
 

Example of actin: “u/t
 

= 13/6”, c=355 Å, 
=166.1538º

–
 

but ()=0.128º, =166.2818º, 
u/t=1299/600, c=35,463 Å!



Helical symmetry best understood by “helical net”Helical symmetry best understood by “helical net”

““unroll” the surface of a cylinder, look at inside faceunroll” the surface of a cylinder, look at inside face



•• Understand “hand” convention for helices, helical netUnderstand “hand” convention for helices, helical net

••A “1A “1--start” helix will intersect a horizontal line once, a “2start” helix will intersect a horizontal line once, a “2--start” helix start” helix 
will intersect twice,…will intersect twice,…
•• The pitch and the helical repeat are completely differentThe pitch and the helical repeat are completely different
••

 

Helical repeat is distance needed to translate a subunit axiallHelical repeat is distance needed to translate a subunit axially so y so 
that it is in an identical position as another subunitthat it is in an identical position as another subunit
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helical net for a 13/6 helix (13 subunits in 6 turns)helical net for a 13/6 helix (13 subunits in 6 turns)
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There are an infinite number of different helices that pass throThere are an infinite number of different helices that pass through subunits ugh subunits 
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If there is a point group symmetry in addition to the If there is a point group symmetry in addition to the 
helical symmetry…helical symmetry…

point group = C3point group = C3



Myosin thick filament with 4-fold symmetry

WoodheadWoodhead

 

et al.et al., Nature (2005), Nature (2005)



““crossovers” have no physical significance, arise from projectioncrossovers” have no physical significance, arise from projection

 

of 3D of 3D 
structure onto 2Dstructure onto 2D

for n=2, crossover distance = P/2; for n=3, crossover distance =for n=2, crossover distance = P/2; for n=3, crossover distance =

 

P/3,…P/3,…

Projection of a helix

is a sinusoidis a sinusoid



Consider 3-start



lattices and reciprocal lattices
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plot is reciprocal lattice of helical netplot is reciprocal lattice of helical net
each point corresponds to neach point corresponds to n--start helix, pitch=|n|*start helix, pitch=|n|*c/lc/l
infinite number of points, infinite number of helices!infinite number of points, infinite number of helices!

n>0, right handedn>0, right handed
n<0, left handedn<0, left handed



we can understand we can understand n,ln,l

 

plot in terms of diffraction from plot in terms of diffraction from 
helical objectshelical objects

projection of a single helix is a sinusoidprojection of a single helix is a sinusoid

Fourier transform of helix generates “layer lines”Fourier transform of helix generates “layer lines”

PP 1/P1/P



transform will be transform of continuous helixtransform will be transform of continuous helix
CONVOLUTED with transform of linesCONVOLUTED with transform of lines

ΔΔzz

1/1/ΔΔzz

first first meridionalmeridional





In simplest case:

•
 

Each layer line contains a single Bessel 
function

•
 

“indexing” pattern requires determining 
Bessel function order for only two layer lines

•
 

3D reconstruction can then be made by 
Fourier-Bessel inversion

•
 

If a polymer is highly ordered, homogeneous, 
does not have Bessel overlap, Fourier-Bessel 
methods work very well



But Most Helical Polymers Have Been 
Refractory to High Resolution EM Studies!

•
 

Disorder or variability
•

 
Heterogeneity
–

 
(it is much greater than has been 
assumed!)

•
 

Weak Scattering
•

 
Bessel Overlap



Helically symmetric
3D volume

90 reference projections

In-plane rotation,
x-shift, y-shift 

parameters

Aligned, rotated images; 
azimuthal angular assignments

Asymmetric 3D volume

z
(helical parameters)

set of raw images
(thousands of segments from 

helical filaments)

multi-reference
alignment

back projection

determine helical symmetry by
least squares fit

impose helical symmetry
rotate azimuthally by 4° increment,

project onto 2D image

0°    4°    8°   12°  16°  20°  24° 28°  32°... 

Egelman (2000), Ultramicroscopy

 

85, 225-234

Iterative Helical Real Space Reconstruction cycle



Most important Most important 
part of cycle… part of cycle… 

asymmetric asymmetric 
reconstructionreconstruction

symmetry searchsymmetry search

imposedimposed
symmetrysymmetry



and > 100 other papers published or in pressand > 100 other papers published or in press

Iterative Helical Real Space Reconstruction



Advantages of method over FourierAdvantages of method over Fourier--Bessel approach:Bessel approach:
••Overcomes problems of straighteningOvercomes problems of straightening
••Can work with very weakly scattering specimensCan work with very weakly scattering specimens

••bacterial bacterial pilipili, filamentous phage, filamentous phage
••Can deal with disordered or heterogeneous Can deal with disordered or heterogeneous 
filamentsfilaments

••RecA/RAD51/Dmc1, RecA/RAD51/Dmc1, actinactin, , EspAEspA
••Is transparent to the almost intractable problem Is transparent to the almost intractable problem 
of Bessel overlapof Bessel overlap

••myosin thick filamentmyosin thick filament
•• Is easier, both conceptually and in practiceIs easier, both conceptually and in practice

Disadvantages:Disadvantages:
•• None (for most real specimens)None (for most real specimens)

Iterative Helical Real Space 
Reconstruction



Algorithm is “robust” in that it is 
independent of starting model



Algorithm is “robust” in that it is 
independent of starting model

But it is not robust with respect to starting symmetry, and But it is not robust with respect to starting symmetry, and 
application of the method typically requires some estimate application of the method typically requires some estimate 
of the helical symmetry!of the helical symmetry!

How can this estimate be made?How can this estimate be made?
•• STEM (mass/length)STEM (mass/length)
•• power spectrapower spectra
•• xx--ray fiber diffractionray fiber diffraction



At limited resolution, helical polymers may 
have ambiguous symmetry

••

 

Images alone do not contain enough information for Images alone do not contain enough information for 
disambiguationdisambiguation

•• Other data are needed:Other data are needed:

•• prior knowledge of subunit (e.g., from crystal)prior knowledge of subunit (e.g., from crystal)

•• mass per unit length (from STEM)mass per unit length (from STEM)

•• metal shadowing or AFMmetal shadowing or AFM

•• tilts in TEMtilts in TEM

•• higher resolutionhigher resolution



EspA
 

of Enteropathogenic
 

E. coli
 degeneracy of solutions (Wang et al., 2006)

3.6                           4.4                           5.6



with limited resolution, there are intrinsic ambiguities…with limited resolution, there are intrinsic ambiguities…

~15 ~15 u/tu/t ~13 ~13 u/tu/t

dynamindynamin

 

tube (tube (EgelmanEgelman, JSB 2007), JSB 2007)



with limited resolution, there are intrinsic ambiguities…with limited resolution, there are intrinsic ambiguities…



with limited resolution, there are intrinsic ambiguities…with limited resolution, there are intrinsic ambiguities…

~15 ~15 u/tu/t ~13 ~13 u/tu/t



with limited resolution, there are intrinsic ambiguities…with limited resolution, there are intrinsic ambiguities…



with limited resolution, there are intrinsic ambiguities…with limited resolution, there are intrinsic ambiguities…

EgelmanEgelman, Methods in , Methods in EnzymologyEnzymology

 

482, 167482, 167--183 (2010)183 (2010)

Tobacco Mosaic VirusTobacco Mosaic Virus

12.3312.3314.3314.3315.6715.6716.3316.33actualactual



with limited resolution, there are intrinsic ambiguities…with limited resolution, there are intrinsic ambiguities…

Tobacco Mosaic VirusTobacco Mosaic Virus

12.3312.3314.3314.3315.6715.6716.3316.33

EgelmanEgelman, Methods in , Methods in EnzymologyEnzymology

 

482, 167482, 167--183 (2010)183 (2010)



human Dmc1 filaments



Ambiguities disappear at higher resolution

I. hospitalis adhesion filaments

archaeal

 

surface filaments –

 
adhesion filaments resemble 

flagella



Variability can be enormous
 (and obvious)

Dynamin-lipid tubes
Chen et al., Nature SMB (2004)

RecA-DNA filaments
VanLoock

 

et al., JMB (2003)



Variability in twist

tubes formed by mutant HIV
Gag CA protein (~ 210 Å in diameter)



Variability in helices: F-Actin
 

is typical, 
not unusual



Variability in twist in ParM
 

much greater than in F-actin



Does F-actin
 

have one structure?

Fujii

 

et al.,
Nature (2010)

Galkin

 

et al.,
NSMB (2010)



Excellent match of our “canonical” F-actin 
with Fujii et al. model

2.0 Å

 

rms

 

deviation

Galkin

 

et al.

Fujii

 

et al.



How can structural homogeneityof
 

Fujii
 

et al. be explained?
 It is coupled with a reduction in variable twist

simulation with 2.5°
random angular disorder
per subunit (in red)

simulation with 6°
random angular disorder
per subunit (in red)

Fujii

 

et al.

Galkin

 

et al.



Cryo-EM images are not snapshots of a solution!

GroEL, N. Voss,
Scripps



Cryo-EM can introduce large forces due to
 fluid flow and surface tension



Cryo-EM preparation can introduce large forces 
due to fluid flow and surface tension



Apparatus to compress
 actin

 
filaments

PNAS 106, 445-449 (2009)



Actin
 

filaments stiffen
 under compression

PNAS 106, 445-449 (2009)



ConclusionsConclusions

••
 

real space methods (IHRSR) offer many advantages real space methods (IHRSR) offer many advantages 
over the traditional Fourierover the traditional Fourier--Bessel approach for helical Bessel approach for helical 
reconstructionreconstruction

••
 

but helical symmetry can be ambiguous, and this is as but helical symmetry can be ambiguous, and this is as 
true for Fouriertrue for Fourier--Bessel methods as IHRSRBessel methods as IHRSR

•• most helical protein polymers suffer from variabilitymost helical protein polymers suffer from variability

•• this can be addressed with real space methodsthis can be addressed with real space methods
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